Applying Lean Process

Traditional Iterative Design (User-group Meeting Process)

Lean Based Design Process
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BUILD IT!
Lean Design Process > 7 Shells
Lean Design Process > Choose by Advantage
Activity – Simulate 3P

Step 1: Generate Plan Options
Step 1: Generate Plan Options
- Each table will split into two groups
- Each Group to generate 1 option using provided plan and space kit
- Goal: Lay out simple clinic option
- Timeline: 4 minutes

Step 2: Choosing by Advantage
- Groups to combine and discuss plan
- Choose and select preferred option utilizing method described
- Timeline: 4 minutes

Activity – Simulate 3P
Congratulations on your first 3P Workshop!
3P – Production Preparation Process
Lean Design Process > 3P Outcomes

*Replaces the traditional Schematic Design Process
Lean Design Process > 30/60/90 Day Meetings

*Replaces the traditional Design Development Process*